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About the Review 

 

The review of the Mobility Assessment and Plan (MAP) was completed by individual students to ensure 

a wide range of views on the subject matter. The student’s opinions were then compiled in this 

document.  Students chose to review 3 sections of the document: Active Modes, Transit and Traffic.  

 

The contents of the document adhere to the following structure: 

 

1. Page Number: Page number of the section  

 

2. Sub-Section: The sub-section of what was commented on 

 

3. Quote: The quoted piece of the original document that the student is commenting on 

 

4. Comment: The individual opinion of the student on the quoted material 
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Riley Iwamoto made the following recommendations 

 

Page: 9 

Subsection: 3. Intersection Upgrade of 33 Street and 40 Ave 

Quote: “Given the new emphasis that Transportation wishes to place on active modes within the area 

and the other improvements we are planning for the active mode realm in the surrounding area, a 

pedestrian signal may be a solution.” 

Comment: Perhaps in addition to the above one could calm traffic by reducing predominance of road 

surface using one or both of the following in combination with alternative curb geometry.  The caveat of 

these methods being that they may impair bus access (large turns required) or prohibit articulated bus 

access to the station area. 

A) Eliminating turning lanes (Northbound-right and Southbound-left into station area), This will 

widen the median on the North side, providing pedestrians with an intermediary landing to 

pause if necessary. On the south side it will make the crossing shorter as the sidewalk will 

extend into 40th Ave further. As there are two lanes each way, straight through traffic will still 

have means to get around those waiting to make a turn into the station area.  The added non-

road breadth might re-enable bicycle infrastructure possibilities. 

B) Extend medians further into intersection, requiring sharper turns and thus lower speeds from 

motorists making turns.  

 

 

Page: 6 

Subsection: 1a: 40 Avenue & Crowchild Trail Underpass 

Quote: N/A 

Comment:  An existing goatpath descends diagonally to the SE corner of the intersection from the 

station area, demonstrating a pedestrian will to avoid the long walk around to the 33st intersection to 

access the underpass.  The existing grade advantage of this hill could be leveraged to create an active 

mode overpass SE-to-NE at the lit intersection.  It would be more pedestrian friendly than the existing 

double–crosswalk (once across the Northbound turning lane to the concrete triangle, and another at the 
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controlled crossing) at street grade.  Alternatively a staircase could be installed where the goatpath is 

and the Northbound turning lane eliminated to reduce speeds of turning traffic and reduce pedestrian 

islanding at the lit intersection. 

Page: 11 

Subsection: 4. Connection through Blakiston Park to LRT 

Quote: “Numerous unofficial “goat paths” exist showing the desire lines of pedestrians.” 

Comment: While the document already has some language to this topic, I thought it would be a good 

idea to round it out. If a significant amount of pedestrian trips are performing patterned deviant (goat 

paths) or illegal (trespassing, jaywalking) acts to make the most efficient trip within their power it 

becomes indicative of two things.  First, deficiencies of the existing area structure in serving people and 

less the presence of characteristically deviant citizens, the KFC and Wendy’s drive throughs are  

examples of where likely more people trespass across it on foot than order a burger from a car.  Second, 

these are clues to where pedestrian environment improvements would have maximized effects; 

reasoning that if so many are already braving a physically and legally hostile environment, then 

improvements on that route could draw even more trips. 

 

Page: 18 

Subsection: 7. Corridor Improvements: Upgrade of Brentwood Road 

Quote: “There is no room for a sidewalk on either side of Brentwood Road, and as a result, a goat-path 

has been created on the edge of the Crowchild Trail side.  To construct a sidewalk on the south side 

would be difficult given the grade, and would be of little purpose apart from ensuring a complete 

network, as it would have road on both sides of it and would be unpleasant for users.” 

Comment: The presence of goatpaths, where there is even green space to tread one, leading from 

Brisbois to the station crossing suggests, contrary to the document, a need and purpose for pedestrian 

structure on the south side of the road near Brisbois.  It would be logical after improving the underpass 

to continue the quality of its access upon emerging upon Brisbois.  Current land uses at this area present 

a lengthening of pedestrian trips originating from the underpass while other trips are forced to cross at 

the controlled Brisbois intersection to the North side of Brentwood road.  Should the opportunity arise, 

it should be priority to integrate such active mode accommodations on the South side of Brentwood 

Road into future redevelopment of Rocky Mountain College and adjacent professional offices.  In 

addition to the options presented in the document, perhaps an interim agreement could be reached 

with Rocky Mountain College to create a pedestrian route across their property from the underpass, 

making a more direct and friendly route at least until the slightly more auto-calm Blackiston Road 

intersection.  Moreover, trees could be planted several years in anticipation of a redevelopment of the 

land uses at this crossing to be of a size to adequately screen pedestrians from noise and sights coming 

from Crowchild Tr. 
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Page: 22 

Subsection: N/A 

Quote: “Note that Calgary Transit currently recommends not providing covered walkways: 

 Covered walkways create a maintenance cost issue as they add to the amount of structure to be 

maintained;  

 Snow may still build up on the surfaces in spite of being covered, if there are gaps or openings in 

them.  

 They pose a CPTED issue compared to an open walkway” 

 

Comment: Granted the cited reasons for discouraging them, an additional consideration regarding 

covered walkways would be the availability of appropriate places to deposit cleared snow from an open 

walkway.  In cases of heavy snowfall and constraint of such available space covering roofs can be 

designed to route snowfall/slide or melt water into more appropriate places if the immediate curb is 

unsuitable to pile snow upon.  Extending that idea, melt and rainwater may be captured for landscape 

maintenance or urban gardening purposes.  

 

Linda Pham made following recommendations 

 

Page Number: 13-15 

 

Sub-Section: Corridor Improvements: Nose Hill Park – Brantford Drive 

 

Quote: “It is envisioned that Brantford Drive would serve as a major component of this corridor. 

 

 It would allow pedestrians to walk through Brentwood to the new development, and vice versa. 

 Destinations along the corridor, such as the school and Nose Hill Park would be opened up to 

active modes 

 It would allow bicyclists who wouldn’t be comfortable on higher volume roads like Charleswood 

the ability to cycle through the community to access the TOD (and then potentially onto the 

regular cycle route network.) 

 An emphasis on Brantford Drive would encourage active mode users to treat this as their road 

and might discourage unsafe automobile use along this corridor. 
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This connection would be made up of a number of components. 

 

 Brantford Drive 

 Nose Hill Park - Brantford Drive 

 Pocket Park relocation.”  

 

Comment: There are many very interesting and good notions of placing these active nodes in to these 

areas. The increase in safe bicycle and pedestrian lanes is what should be emphasized and prioritized. 

However, in terms of the three connections proposed, will there a safe assumption that these 

connections have the populations to support it usage. They may be a need to make these paths more 

attractive to the populations that use it and a compromise of which needs to be dealt with vehicular 

traffic. 

 

 

Page number: 16 

 

Sub-section: Corridor Improvements: Pedestrian routes between LRT through UIP to U of C. 

 

Quote: “The issues with the existing active mode corridor demonstrate that sidewalks and pathways 

alone do not automatically make an area pedestrian-friendly.  The more buildings adjacent to sidewalks 

(and the more observation from inside and light from these openings illuminating the sidewalk at night) 

the safer pedestrians on the sidewalks and pathways will feel.1  Landscaping can be both a positive 

aspect in terms of making an area more attractive, but if it makes an area too secluded, it can be a 

negative.” 

Comment:  It is true that sidewalks and pathway alone do make a space more pedestrian-friendly. 

However, the idea of creating more observation buildings should not just be mainly of the same types of 

development we see today. In fact, there should be more commercial zones allocated to this side of 

Crowchild in order to facilitate and promote the constant use of space, thus creating more safety. Not 

only is this good for business it may also create a sense of attractiveness of which can exist one both 

sides of the major road.  

 

 

                                                           
1
 Bay Area Rapid Transit. BART Transit-Oriented Development Guidelines. June 2003 Available Online at: 

http://www.ebartproject.org/docs.php?ogid=1000000295&oid=1000000231 Accessed 2009/08/07 

http://www.ebartproject.org/docs.php?ogid=1000000295&oid=1000000231
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Trent Loosemore made the following recommendations 

 

Page: 4 

Sub-Section: Increased Bus Frequency on Transit Routes 

Quote: “This service needs to be provided throughout the day (not just during peak commuter periods) in 

order to better serve non-work trips and those made mid-day or later in the evening.” 

Comment: With more frequent service, buses would eliminate the length of time at designated “timing 

points”. At Brentwood, it is common for buses to wait up to 10 minutes at the station until they depart. 

While this is acceptable for riders transferring from other routes, as they do not have to wait for a bus to 

arrive, it does not promote cross-town routes that serve areas not served by another primary-transit 

service. Riders would be discouraged to use such routes. Stopped buses, although they are turned off in 

many cases, only add to road congestion. With more frequent service, these dead bus times would be 

smaller, and would allow multiple buses to use the same stop in the same amount of time, increasing 

efficiency. 

 

Page: 6 

Sub-Section: Transit Priority 

Quote: “Traffic signal priority, which detects buses and directs traffic signals to either hold the green 

phase or truncate the red phase.” 

Comment: Traffic along 40th avenue warrants use of a traffic signal priority for buses. It would not have 

to be a full light, as very little priority is on a left-turn out of Brentwood station onto 40th. A suitable 

solution is a stop light for eastbound traffic on 40th to allow easier bus access from areas north of 

Crowchild. The intersection at 32nd Ave and 31st St/Campus Drive could also be considered for a signal 

priority. There is possibly more transit traffic along 31st St than personal vehicles, so a fairly long line of 

buses can occur during rush hour trying to turn left from 31st St to 32nd Ave eastbound. It is a moderately 

difficult intersection to handle with the large jog on 31st St, as well as a fairly long distance to travel for 

bus routes serving both 32nd Ave and the Brentwood Station. A signal priority could reduce travel time 

through this corridor. 
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Page: 7 

Sub-section: Local Service 

Quote: “Local bus service improvements will be needed throughout Brentwood/Varsity in tandem with 

the redevelopment in the area.” 

Comment: Improvements to the local bus service could include splitting current local routes to only 

serve one community on one side of Crowchild. A shorter bus route within a community would allow 

improved service, not only in time, but also in perception. It would be best not be geared towards the 

traditional home to work ridership (although it would also serve that purpose), but more to a 

community shuttle to and from the residential and commercial sections of the neighbourhood. Riders 

on such a route would feel much more comfortable as it would feel unique to the neighbourhood and 

somewhat private, virtually a combination of the comfort of personal transportation with the efficiency 

of mass transit. This would be easier to develop once the TOD is in place because there would be more 

destinations to serve on such routes. 

 

Page: 7 

Sub-section: Aerial Trams 

Quote: “Tram cars can be selected based on predicted ridership.” 

Comment: Significant ridership will have to be present in order to justify an aerial tram system. The 

Portland Aerial Tram transports passengers between a major school campus and a major city district, 

similar to what would be between Brentwood and the University, however the Portland system, as well 

as the New York system, travel over a distance that is not easily accessible otherwise. In Portland there 

is a large hill where buses would have to a long way to travel, and in New York, the tramway crosses a 

river. There is no such geographical barrier in the proposed route in Calgary, unless the route would 

continue along to the south side of the Bow River. The TOD would have to be a major draw to university 

students in order to divert some of them from the University station to Brentwood. Some university 

services could be added to the immediate area to create some student traffic. This would create the 

higher ridership needed between the university and the Brentwood station to justify an aerial tram 

system. 
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Page: 8 

Sub-section: Transit Capacity 

Quote: “Capacity, specifically on LRT trains, was cited as a concern by Brentwood/Varsity residents.  

Many indicated that they felt that the LRT trains were at, or near capacity at present and were 

concerned that an influx of new transit users could not be handled by the LRT system.” 

Comment: With the addition of a fourth car and eventual tunnel under 8th Ave downtown, capacity on 

the Northwest line should not pose a problem if current trends continue. Effort should be made to 

encourage offices to relocate to Brentwood to create a relief of work-home commuters during peak 

hours that would otherwise be going downtown. This would also create more counter-flow commuters 

in the process. Efficiency at Brentwood Station will be greatly determined by the successfulness of the 

TOD as a major destination, not just a pass-through location. Redesign of the station may be required to 

handle the influx of passengers through the building however.  

 

Page: 12 

Sub-section: Infrastructure Improvements 

Quote: “Improved active mode connections to/from the Station” 

Comment: Transit would significantly benefit by installing bike racks on more buses. Currently there are 

few bus routes with bike racks, and some routes do not have all their vehicles bike-accessible. It is 

impossible to know if the next bus will have a bike rack, deterring cyclists from waiting for a bus & using 

the transit system. It is also difficult to get information about bike rack-equipped route. In Vancouver, 

Translink has, with great success, provided every vehicle with a bike rack. Bike racks do not diminish 

capacity of the transit vehicle and may actually improve service because more people would travel part-

way to their destination, possibly avoiding the busier sections of a route. 

 

Page: 18 

Sub-section: Improved maintenance of transit facilities 

Quote: “Better shelters at the station, including heating, roofs (where they do not exist now) and 

doors/openings relocated to avoid snow buildup.” 

Comment: During cold weather, many passengers remain in the enclosed station building until the train 

arrives, adding congestion inside the building as well as in the front of the train, where most of those 

passengers board. This is a problem seen throughout the C-Train system. A solution to that could be to 

construct a fully covered and sided station, so that the only part exposed is the opening on the tracks for 

train entry and exit. Southland station is equipped with such a structure. 
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For the complete redevelopment of the bus terminal in the TOD, where buses would stop at a sidewalk, 

covered sidewalks could be installed, similar to the protection provided at the newly-retrofitted 

downtown stations. These would protect users from the elements, as well as give the stops a more 

friendly 'station' feeling. Passengers would feel more comfortable using the system if it felt safer to use 

as well as comfortable to access. 

 

Page: 20 

Sub-section: Staff in Station 

Quote: “Part of ‘Deep Clean’ has involved a greater presence at stations – ticket agents are not yet 

provided at stations, but highly visible cleaning staff (green vests) and more peace officers.” 

Comment: Currently, peace officers and transit officials are rarely seen on the C-train system. Proof-of-

Payment checks are rarely performed, leading to high rates of fare evasion. Passengers would feel much 

safer if peace officers would seen more often riding the train and present at stations. A designated team 

of officers could work in conjunction with the RCMP to provide security throughout the entire TOD area. 

Security seems to be a major concern with local residents, and a local joint-task force would ease some 

fears. 

 

Page: 25 

Sub-section: Road design around station 

Quote: “Certain levels of congestion near a station are to be expected, given the convergence of multiple 

modes into one area. (cars, buses, bikes, taxis, and pedestrians) .” 

Comment: The current road design involved a difficult left turn into the park-and-ride lot from 31st St. 

Only transit vehicles are allowed to continue travel straight through, but this is poorly indicated. Many 

non-transit vehicles accidentally continue on the transit-only section. Better signage and accessibility 

through redesign are necessary in the short-term. In the long-term, an area could be designated as a 

shared taxi pickup and kiss-and-ride. This will create extra traffic in the immediate area, so a vehicle 

waiting area could be included farther away from the station, such that taxis could wait until a 

passenger requests transport either by the standard phone taxi service, or by a phone/text a number 

specifically for taxis at the Brentwood TOD.  

One-way roads could be easier for buses to use given tight corners. Long buses would be able to use two 

lanes to make the turn, as many long trucks do on a regular basis. Sufficient warning signs would have to 

be provided on buses as well as at road level. This would also eliminate the need for pedestrian islands, 

and facilitate foot traffic in the high-density traffic and high-density development area. The 

disadvantage with one way roads is that bus stops would only be available on one side of the road.  
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The trip between 32nd Ave and the Brentwood station along 31st St is currently quite long given that 

many routes come in and out of the roadway, then continue in their original direction. The situation 

could be addressed by a redesign of the intersection at 31st St and 32nd Ave. The current jog on 31st St to 

meet up with campus drive creates traffic conflicts and concentrates all traffic, which includes heavy 

pedestrian traffic, into one point. Left-turn arrows and/or transit signal priority could be included to 

improve the situation. 

Another road improvement that could benefit transit service is a roadway from the current intersection 

of 40th Ave and the Crowchild On/Off ramps on the south-west side of Crowchild. A transit-only road 

could allow easier access for buses coming off Crowchild and coming from the east on 40th Ave. The 

current access to the bus station involves traveling a fair ways from that intersection, and includes all 

traffic. 

 

Page: 26 

Sub-section: Commercial Redevelopment 

Quote: “Another reason for poor performance of these businesses may be that they may not see many 

customers outside of the morning and afternoon peak hours if they are located as islands within a park-

and-ride lot.” 

Comment: A trial period could be conducted for the effectiveness of commercial redevelopment. Small, 

mall food court-style establishments could be installed to give customers quick service while they wait 

for their transit connections. Food courts see very few people outside of popular shopping hours, but 

serve enough customers during busy hours to survive. There is a problem of food and liquid not being 

allowed on transit vehicles. This could deter passengers to grab a quick bite or drink. 

 

Page: 26 

Sub-section: Non-commercial uses 

Quote: “Note that an art gallery is only one example of a use to activate the lot by putting people in the 

space during the day.  Other uses, such as sports facilities (such as the rink adjacent to the future 

McKenzie Towne park-and-ride, or a community garden or urban farm might be other such 

opportunities.” 

Comment: The notion of a large space dedicated to outdoor artwork seems to contradict that of a TOD, 

of efficient space usage. There is need, however, to include some kind of open space in the immediate 

area where most foot traffic would be concentrated. While the current development plan does not 

include green space adjacent to the station on the south-west side, an urban open space could be 

included in the building developments. A open area will relieve some of the clutter of tall buildings and 
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many people. A development similar to that of Stephen Avenue Mall would be quite appropriate for 

that purpose, as well as giving life to the area. 

 

Page: 29 

Sub-section: Impact of redevelopment on Park-and-Ride lot 

Quote: “However, from Calgary Transit’s viewpoint, there are issues with moving away from providing 

parking in surface lots. Replacing the surface parking with a more compact parking structure is expensive 

given the cost to construct such facilities.” 

Comment: Given the cost of the complete TOD and the added commercial activity in the area, the cost 

of building a parking structure should not be considered as a significant barrier. Without a parking 

structure, a TOD is not possible in the area. Solutions include careful timing of construction or lot 

relocation. The development with a built-in parking structure would have to be the first to be built, in 

order to maintain the number of spaces throughout construction of the entire area. There would, 

however, have to be extra spaces created during the construction of the structure. If the city is adamant 

about providing a surface lot, one could be built outside the planned TOD area. A free shuttle service 

could be provided during peak hours, similar to parking locations at airports. There is very little open 

space outside of the current lot though, which impedes this solution. A deal could be reached with the 

industries in the University Industrial Park to use their open spaces.  

 

 

Ken Lin made the following recommendations 

 

Page Number: 2 

 

Sub-Section: Transit 

 

Quote: “Introduce new technology making travel by transit more comfortable and predictable.”  

 

Comment: Suggestions with respect to technology to make travel by transit more comfortable and 

predictable will be to: 

 

(a) Make use of cell phone technology to text message transit users in advance of any delays or no-

shows for busses or trains due to driver absence, traffic congestion or other factors.  This type of 

technology will allow passengers to ‘predict’ whether a bus will come on time and allow the 

traveller to make adjustments to their route or mode of travel.  An advance notice of even ten 

minutes prior to scheduled arrival time may be sufficient for a traveller to make other 
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arrangements.  The system may also go further by allowing transit users to register their mobile 

phone numbers, their usual origins-destinations (usually work and home), their usual times of 

travel and preferred routes that the user may take – This will allow the text message system to 

make suggestions on other routes that the user may use if one route is delayed.  This type of 

system may also be a very cost effective interim solution before providing the LED displays of 

arrival times at stations.  The one major advantage of the text message system is that the user is 

aware of the ‘future’ arrival times before getting to the bus stop:  The disadvantage, however, is 

that not all users of transit will have access to a mobile phone to find out the arrival times. 

 

(b) Allow transit users to register their emails on the Calgary Transit website so that they will be 

notified of any service changes to the routes that they take regularly or irregularly.  Although an 

updated list is provided on the Calgary Transit website, most users do not check the website 

weekly to look for service changes and it is usually a burden to the user when they stand at a 

bus stop waiting for a bus that has been cancelled.  This is extremely important, since at most 

times, teleride and C-Train station postings of bus schedules is not updated enough to be 

considered reliable. 

 

(c) Consider the possibility for local media outlets in Calgary to sponsor television sets on platforms, 

train cars and/or busses that will broadcast news, weather and traffic reports.  This will increase 

a transit rider’s comfort by giving them ‘something to do’ while on-the-go or waiting.  The 

television sets may also broadcast Calgary Transit notifications such as public service messages 

and announcements such as “the next station is…please alight on the left/right”.  There may 

even a possibility to earn additional advertising revenue with these television sets.  To put this 

service into context, think about which airline one will take given an airline with and an airline 

without in-flight entertainment (television). 

 

Page Number: 3 

 

Sub-Section: Transit Service 

 

Quote: “Today, many transit trips involve indirect routes and the need to transfer. The associated 

inconvenience deters residents from choosing transit.”  

 

Comment: Calgary transit shall consider setting a minimum standard time between bus arrivals based 

on discrete choice modelling in determining how much time an average rider is willing to wait between 

busses.  This will help develop a more efficient system by designing bus routes based on rider 

expectations and not just transit demand.  It is a dangerous game of cat and mouse that is played when 

the level of service of transit is changed, especially when dealing with choice users. 
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Page Number: 3 

 

Sub-Section: Transit Service 

 

Quote: “Although the mode split to downtown employment is high (46.3% in 20092), overall in Calgary, 

for all trips on a weekday, only approximately 8% were made by transit.3 How do we ensure that within 

Brentwood’s TOD, that when a longer trip has to be made by a resident, that they choose transit over 

using their automobile?” 

 

 “If a destination is a difficult walk from the stop, and/or the bus connections are unreliable or 

infrequent, transit users are cut off from them.” 

 

Comment: In order to capture choice users who work elsewhere in the city, such as in the NE, SE and 

Central industrial areas, it will be important to provide sidewalks in these areas so that these users will 

not be deterred from using transit.  Many of the people working in these areas have the ample parking 

available for them, but there is little to no incentive to take transit to these areas.  It is even more 

unattractive in the winter time when transit users in these areas have to literally share the road with 

vehicles travelling at 60 km/h in slushy snow.  However, before building sidewalks, it is important for the 

city to determine how significant sidewalks are, with respect to other factors (frequency of busses…), for 

potential transit users in industrial and other areas.  This paragraph is targeted at workers in industrial 

areas since people will most likely use transit when it is needed on a daily basis like working as opposed 

to uses that only occur every once in a while like shopping (where users will have to go through the 

hassle of looking up bus times for a single trip). 

 

 

Page Number: 3, 4, 5 

 

Sub-Section: Transit Service and Calgary Transit’s “Primary Transit” Strategy and Increased Bus 

Frequency on Transit Routes 

 

Quote: “Low frequency and slow travel time currently combine to make transit use less attractive than 

automobile use.  Calgary Transit’s new “primary transit” service levels will help combat this problem.”  

 

“Primary Transit will make it easier to make direct crosstown trips. This will relieve pressure on Calgary’s 

CTrain system, since a long trip will no longer necessitate using LRT for part of the trip.”  

 

 “likely candidates for Primary Transit service levels may include: 72 and 73 Circle Route, 20 – 

Heritage/Northmount, 19/119 – 16 Avenue North”  

                                                           
2
 February 2009 Mobility Monitor – City of Calgary Transportation Data Division - 

http://www.calgary.ca/docgallery/bu/trans_planning/data/2009/mobility_monitor_feb.pdf 
3
 Unpublished research: Household Activity Survey Coffee Table Book – 2004 – Forecasting – City of Calgary 

http://www.calgary.ca/docgallery/bu/trans_planning/data/2009/mobility_monitor_feb.pdf
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Comment: It should be considered to have a BRT or some modified version of it for some of these cross-

town routes like the 72, 73, 20, 19 and 119.  The idea behind a BRT on these routes is to provide 

passengers with a more direct cross-town route with limited stops.  The route may possibly be realigned 

on a hybrid route that is faster than the predecessor route yet still shadows the successful stops of the 

current routes.  This action of providing modified routes will ensure that the travel times are 

‘comparable’ to that of using the LRT.  Without a BRT type system on these Primary Transit routes, these 

routes will be nothing but a bus route with a fancy title attached – Which is basically the status that BRT 

in Calgary is seen with by some academics at present. 

It may also be noted that these successful routes are primarily connectors between LRT stations and do 

not have the need to stop downtown.  At present, all of the LRT/BRT routes are central business district 

oriented and thus, The City of Calgary may need to consider radial and perhaps peripheral BRT type 

services that serve non-central business district travelers, such as those who frequent the above routes. 

 

 

Page Number: 10 

 

Sub-Section: Non-work destinations should be encouraged as a component of TOD projects 

 

Quote: “More should be done to encourage these facilities to tie-into LRT facilities.”  

 

Comment: Statements such as this is too vague to encourage entertainment facilities to locate near LRT 

facilities.  What exactly does “more should be done” encompass?  This unclear statement needs to 

specify what policies may need to be implemented in order turn this objective into a reality; otherwise, 

there will be no guidelines to drive developers around LRT stations to build facilities like entertainment 

centres. 

 

 

Page Number: 12 

 

Sub-Section: Transit Service 

 

Quote: “Improved maintenance of transit station and improved winter maintenance; Greater Staff 

Presence; Electronic ticketing system, farecards or pay-by-cell-phone”  

 

Comment: Make the stations more inviting.  For instance, unclean stations such as Chinook with 

elevator tracks that are filled with dirt and dingy orange-tinged lighting inside the station do not create a 

friendly atmosphere. 

Greater staff presence may also include staff sanitizing LRT platforms such as door and escalator handles 

– This action will be a double plus by making transit look more clean and attractive while also providing 

staff who may also answer any questions that passengers may have.  Be sure that the job descriptions 
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for these positions encompass more than just changing garbage bags, since it has been seen a few times 

that workers are changing nearly empty garbage bags. 

 

It may be looked into whether vendors, such as Tim Hortons, may be willing to sponsor an electronic 

ticketing system so that users may add-value to their electronic tickets at the sponsoring outlet and 

spend money at these outlets and on transit with their electronic fare cards. 

 

 

Page Number: 12, 19, 20 

 

Sub-Section: Long-term improvements and Advanced Passenger Information Systems (in progress) and 

Electronic ticketing system, farecards or pay-by-cell-phone (in progress)  

 

Quote: “Bicycle ramp as part of pedestrian overpass on south side of Crowchild Trail; Dedicated space for 

Special “bulky” needs users on LRT; Mark location of doors for wheelchairs, bikes, etc. on platforms”  

 

“The budget will also involve implementation of technology to make taking transit easier to passengers 

who are hearing and seeing-impaired.”  

 

“Potentially such cards could be multi-purpose, such as a card that could include a number of subsidized 

taxi rides for occasional late-night use when even “primary transit” will be less frequent, or to facilitate 

car-share, bike-share use, or other privileges.”  

 

Comment: Besides just considering access for wheelchair users, Calgary Transit also needs to focus on 

providing a useable atmosphere by visually impaired users.  With the exception of being on the edge of 

some LRT platforms, there are currently very few truncated domes used on walkways in Calgary.  

Truncated domes need to be considered in Calgary and especially on Calgary Transit to guide visually 

impaired riders to train doors, station exits and help phones.  Visually impaired users (especially 

unfamiliar ones) may also not be able to see which station they are at so it is essential that the PA 

system on trains be used – note that not all drivers use the PA system to announce station names.  The 

PA system may also be further improved by telling riders before an approach to a station which side of 

the train they need to alight on. 

 

 

Page Number: 16 

 

Sub-Section: Dedicated space for Special “bulky” needs users on LRT & Standardize location of 

wheelchair-accessible doors by marking platforms. 

 

Quote: “Markings or signage on the station platforms could help users know where to stand to meet the 

doors when a train arrives.  For users who need more time to get onto the train, this could be especially 
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useful – the platform markings for these doors could be marked uniquely.  This example of platform 

markings is from the LRT system in Denver, CO.”  

 

Comment: On top of this, the pavement markings for the door locations could also be used to 

channelize users so that passengers on the platform may be hinted to stand to the side of the doors so 

that passengers may exit off the trains first – This is especially a problem on downtown platforms during 

the PM peak when passengers attempting to exit the trains are blocked by passengers on the platforms.  

The delays for trains will likely be decreased if users are told to stand to the side to let passengers exit 

first. 

 

 

Page Number: 16, 29-30 

 

Sub-Section: Dedicated space for Special “bulky” needs users on LRT & Standardize location of 

wheelchair-accessible doors by marking platforms and Impact of redevelopment of park and ride lot 

 

Quote: “Factors such as the quality of the environment for transit patrons – cleanliness, weather 

protection”  

 

 “Park and Ride promotes low-density development and discourages linked trips and all-day use of 

transit… Reducing the amount of park-and-ride would reduce congestion around the station from park-

and-ride users… Do they find somewhere else to park, or they switch to using a bus to commute to the 

station, or do they switch from using transit to making their entire trip to work by automobile?... The 

counterpoint to this is that the former park-and-ride lot users may revert to using their cars to make the 

entire trip rather than now using buses to access the station rather than private vehicles, adding volume 

to an already congested road network.”  

 

Comment: It is of great importance for the city to determine where they want to go in terms of reaching 

a balance between the land used for park and ride lots and the land used for 

development/redevelopment opportunities, especially in the context of TOD.  If standards are not set 

for the size of future LRT park and ride lots, then it is possible that park and ride lots are just going to get 

larger and larger as the LRT reaches the peripheral of the city.  Furthermore, the city may also consider 

looking at charging a premium (say something like $5 per day) for users of park and ride before 9:00 or 

10:00 AM on weekdays, since most users of these lots are likely commuters who may in fact use feeder 

busses that are usually more frequent during the morning and afternoon peak.  Keeping in mind that 

“congestion is our friend” (John Hubbell, General Manger of Transportation, The City of Calgary, ITE 

Luncheon on September 15 , 2009), it may be seen that it is less satisfying for commuters to make an 

entire trip by automobile in the congested peak periods as opposed to someone who will make a mid-

day shopping trip when the roads are less congested and transit frequency is lower.  The question about 

whether park and ride users will switch from transit to driving may be accomplished by discrete choice 

(utility) modelling of users with respect to an increase in pricing and the reduction of parking stalls. 
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Page Number: 30  

 

Sub-Section: Impact of redevelopment of park and ride lot 

 

Quote: “Although there are both pro- and con- arguments to be made regarding redeveloping the park-

and-ride lot, it appears that in the near future that Calgary Transit will not push for redevelopment of the 

park-and-ride lot to transit-oriented development at the Brentwood LRT station.”  

 

Comment: The city should at the very least look into the consideration of phasing a portion of the 

Brentwood LRT park and ride lot to some sort of TOD development and note the impact as a starting 

point in the near future. 

 

Samuel Boisvert made the following recommendations 

 

 

Page Number:  7 

 

Sub-section:  Aerial Trams 

 

Quote:  “Calgary Transit is also studying aerial tram technology to serve the University and Hospital 

lands near Brentwood Station. “ 

 

Comment:  Calgary Transit should also investigate and watch the developing technology of PRT 

(Personal Rapid Transit) and consider it as an alternative to aerial trams. The concept of PRT has been 

around for several decades. Currently, London’s Heathrow Airport is constructing the world’s first 

modern PRT system, though only a pilot project now, there are several planned/proposed PRT systems 

elsewhere in the world, and even a push in Edmonton for PRT (EdmontonPRT.com).  PRT cars run on a 

dedicated, elevated track, are powered by electricity, fully automated, but have much smaller carrying 

capacity per car (4-8) compared to aerial trams (Portland’s Aerial Tram cars is 80, but the majority is 

standing and only two cars operate on the system). The PRT concept is to have very short wait times and 

have an almost ‘on-demand’ service. There could be a network of PRT lines that branch from Brentwood 

Station with potential PRT stations at Research Park, University of Calgary, the Future West Campus, 

Alberta Children’s Hospital, the neighbourhood of University Heights, and the Foothills Medical Centre. 

Problems with Aerial Trams, when considering Portland’s and New York’s aerial trams, are that each 

have only two stations, connecting only point A and point B and nothing in-between. What problem 

could windy conditions in Calgary have on an aerial tram system? Advanced Transport System LTD, the 

company building the ULTra PRT system at Heathrow Airport, have stated that there infrastructure 

associated with their PRT system can handle problems related to ice and snow. I suggest that Calgary 

Transit/the Transportation Department observe the pilot project at London’s Heathrow Airport and 

consider a PRT system over aerial trams for their plans for the Brentwood, University and hospital area. 
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Steven Petersen made the following recommendations 

 

Page Number: 15 

Sub-section: Dedicated space for Special “bulky” needs users on LRT 

Quote: “Potentially as part of this designated area, the retrofit of bicycle racks into these areas could be 

considered. Given that retrofits of LRT cars have taken place in the past, such as modifying poles and 

adding additional fabric overhead grabholds, such modifications are not out of the question.” 

Comment: As seen in the Portland LRT, the bike rack occupies very little space, increases safety of 

passengers by securing bicycles and can be used as standing room when no bikes are present. Perhaps 

this could be considered in the short term rather than the long term. 

 

The number of bike racks on buses could also be increased to accommodate cyclist patrons. 

 

Elton Gjata made the following recommendations 

 

Page: 4 

Sub-Section: Increased Bus Frequency on Transit Routes 

Quote: “If the time between buses is longer than 15 minutes, then people will begin to revert back to 

using cars if they have them available.” 

Comment: Waiting time, or bus frequency, is a major factor. Another factor to consider is total travel 

time. When planning out a trip, total travel time including waiting time is a major point of comparison 

with car trips. If a door to door trip takes considerably longer by transit than it does by car, people will 

prefer using their car. 

 

Page: 10 

Sub-Section: Transit should target non-work trips 
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Quote: “Passenger information, and public information via innovative advertising campaigns and 

marketing strategies such as specialized destination maps for different trip purposes (such as restaurants 

or entertainment venues )...” 

Comment: Interactive information screens could be integrated into current facilities. This system can be 

based on the excellent implementation of transit data into Google Maps. By placing a touch-screen map 

inside major transit hubs, people will not have to plan their trip at home, but can do so at transit 

facilities. Additional staff would not only add to the feeling of safety of the transit facilities, but could 

also help answer customer questions.  

 

Page:  9 

Sub-Section: Non-work destinations should be encouraged as a component of TOD projects 

Quote: “When determining the components of new transit-oriented development throughout Calgary, 

developers should be encouraged to go beyond providing residential, employment and retail uses and 

investigate incorporating non-work major destinations such as entertainment facilities into their projects 

where appropriate.“ 

Comment: Many entertainment facilities such as movie theatres and shopping malls currently exist near 

transit. Chinook Mall and movie theatre, Studio 10 in Shawnessy, Canyon Meadows Cinema, are all great 

examples of this. In all these examples however people have to walk through many intersections to get 

from the LRT stop, to the entertainment facility. If possible, entertainment facilities should be placed 

closer to transit stops. Aerial gondola can also be implemented in this case. 

 

Page: 15 

Sub-section: Dedicated space for special “bulky” needs users 

Quote: “One solution to the problem of bikes on trains would be to designate areas of LRT cars were 

priority is given to Wheelchairs, strollers and bikes...” 

Comment: If coupling these special “bulky” areas on trains, with platform markings showing people 

where to expect them, special care must be taken that a queue of bicycles or wheelchairs does not block 

the movement of people on the platform.  
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Page: 20 

Sub-section: staff in the station 

Quote: “Part of ‘Deep Clean’ has involved a greater presence at stations – ticket agents are not yet 

provided at stations, but highly visible cleaning staff (green vests) and more peace officers.  The public is 

encouraged to use these staff as a resource if they require help, enhancing the transit experience for 

those less familiar with the system.” 

Comment: Cleaning staff are not as approachable as ticketing agents. A dedicated kiosk for information 

staff would be more approachable, and be more visible due to signage. White hats in the Calgary airport 

are a great example of this. Single person booths are spread throughout the airport, and in conjunction 

with information agents moving on foot are much more effective. These agents double as staff 

presence, increasing the feeling of safety.  
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Adam Fajner made the following recommendations 

 

Page Number: 6 

Sub-Section: Trip Generation 

Quote: “When the existing volumes were collected, all points of access to the existing Brentwood Village 

Mall were counted to determine the amount of traffic that is currently generated by the site. Table 6.4 

shows the volume of traffic that was generated by the Brentwood Village Mall on the day that data was 

collected.” 

Comment: Collecting vehicle volumes on a single day may not be representative of the average 

situation. On the other hand, it may be. To make such a judgment, one needs information about the day 

when vehicle count was made. This information may include the day of the week, weather, any events 

specific to that day and so forth. Without this information, the data collected lacks reliability. Ideally, 

vehicles should be counted on several days and reliability could be inferred from the variation between 

days. 
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Dana Martin and Tom Schlodder made the following recommendations 

 

Introduction 

 

Overall, we found the City’s approach to TOD at Brentwood to be balanced, open to alternatives and 

conscious of the challenges while committing to overcoming them. Resident concerns are acknowledged 

and placed at the beginning of the document. Many different ways of “doing” parking are covered; 

including some less obvious points like making surface parking safe and attractive. Even if these options 

are not going to be the focus of the development at Brentwood, having them explored beforehand will 

ultimately result in a better, more effective implementation of the TOD.  

 

Comments 

 

Page Number: 2 

Sub-Section: Parking Issues in Brentwood/Varsity 

Quote: “Within the Brentwood/Varsity area, we are attempting to implement a new TOD within an 

existing area which already has parking-related issues.  The community is also concerned about new 

issues that the TOD will create regarding parking.” 

Comment: The City’s acknowledgment of residents’ concerns in their consideration of parking in 

Brentwood and that they are placed at the beginning of the document. This will produce a more 

balanced and ultimately more effective solution. It may also benefit the implementation process to keep 

this dialogue going in the future. Enforcing RPPZ in areas where “free and abundant” parking has 

previously existed can be a challenge. This challenge may be offset by the local community. Residents 

kept informed of any changes to their local parking regulations can provide feedback and help with 

enforcement, even if simply by following the new rules themselves.  

 

Page Number: 3 

Sub-Section: Spillover Parking  

Quote: “The LRT park-and-ride lot at Brentwood LRT station prior to the implementation of 

ParkPlus/parking fees was heavily utilized -- people could not find parking spaces in the lot and therefore 
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parked nearby and walked to the station.  Now that vehicles must pay to park at the station lot, rather 

than pay the fee, motorists are parking for free in the adjacent area.” 

Comment: What kinds of incentives have been explored to get drivers to park in the pay lots? Would it 

be financially feasible to sell monthly passes to these lots? Or is it a more viable alternative to step up 

enforcement? Would a Resident District Benefit strategy (BART Toolkit, “Parking benefit districts for on-

street parking”, page 10) be applicable to the streets accommodating spillover parking? Whichever 

solution is settled on for Brentwood might well be applied in other Park n’ Ride lots and vice versa. 

 

Page Number: 4 

Sub-Section: Residential Permit Parking Zone (RPPZ) Enforcement 

Quote: “…the complaints received during this study appear to be those streets within the RPPZs with 

either low enforcement or missing restrictions. 

Discussion with the Calgary Parking Authority indicates that in practice, parking restrictions in RPP areas 

cannot be enforced 100% of the time…” 

Comment: The Residential Permit Parking Zone will be integral to the provision of parking in Brentwood, 

Varsity and University Heights and to the residents’ reception of TOD. As the city looks toward a gradual 

changing of attitudes toward provision of parking in this area, residents will be impacted, but also stand 

to help make the changeover smoother. 

 

Our vision of this area would approximate the parking provided in the Mission/17th Avenue area of 

Calgary, with short term, pay parking on the streets nearest the highest intensity use (in this case, 17th 

Avenue or Brentwood Mall) and some free on-street parking, up to 2 hours, provided further out (within 

walking distance, or several blocks away from the retail and transit station). Parking can be mixed: 

permit-only parking for residents can be provided on one side of the street and pay parking on the 

other, where a residential block faces a non-residential use (park or school, for instance.)  

 

The BART Toolkit suggests cycling funds collected from provision of parking passes or parking fees back 

into the community: in the form of donations to its community association, a street improvement fund 

or similar initiatives. This might be appropriate in residential Brentwood, Varsity or University Heights. 

(BART Toolkit, “Parking benefit districts for on-street parking” page 10.) 
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Page Number: 4 

Sub-Section: Residential Permit Parking Zone (RPPZ) Enforcement 

Quote: “This report also anecdotally reported that the RPPZ system was being abused by residents 

within RPPZs selling unused visitor tags to people who want to park in the area who are not legitimate 

visitors.”  

Comment: It could be worth investigating if the recipients of these visitor passes are employees in the 

area or riders of transit and how much money is being obtained for sale of passes. This could inform 

future strategies for the price of parking in Brentwood and incentives against private sale of public 

parking. 

 

Page number: 9 

Sub-Section: Residential Parking Requirements 

Quote: “Handling TOD parking requirements may be difficult for the initial projects in Calgary where 

there are not already local  “rules of thumb” for what is actually required (vs. what is required by Land 

Use Bylaw 1P2007, or what is done in other cities.)” 

Comment: According to the BART toolkit, the first step to understanding parking issues is to ask 

questions (BART Toolkit, “Step 1”, page 5). One question we feel could be explored more thoroughly in 

local research at the Brentwood TOD site is: “When?” Shared parking may be a good strategy for the 

area, but in order for implementation, we’d need to know who/where/when. This part of the document 

strongly suggests that more local research to be conducted in Brentwood – especially around the Park n’ 

Ride spillover. 

If the City is able to provide high quality local research into who/what/when/where, they will later be 

better able to promote confidence in the project from both developers and financial lending institutions.  

 

Page number: 11 

Sub-Section: Pitfall: Non-interest / Incapability to Reduce Auto Ownership by Residents 

Quote: “Care should be taken when marketing the housing within a TOD area… targeting the 

development at the right demographic… is key.” 

Page number: 14 

 

Sub-Section: Conclusion 
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Quote: “It needs to be emphasized and demonstrated… that automobile ownership is not necessary in 

the TOD area… The City of Calgary and developers must deliver on this.” 

 

Comment: The previous two quotes reinforce the earlier emphasis on the importance of thorough 

research into the area and its strengths and weaknesses in provision of parking. We also suggest 

preparation of a full set of strategies and goals – an information package or marketing 

recommendations – for the use of developers and lending institutions. This is in keeping with point #5 

on the To Do List – “…work with lenders and developers…” (page 24). It would prepare the City for when 

the opportunity arises to demonstrate that automobile ownership will not be necessary at the 

Brentwood TOD. 

 
 
Page number: 16 

Sub-section: Employee Parking Requirements 

Quote: “When a workplace is located in an area well-served by transit such as within the Brentwood TOD 

area, transit can be a strong motivator for workers there to move so that they reside near transit.” 

Comment: Revise for clarity.  

 

Page number: 22 

Sub-section: Other measures 

Quote: “Retail within TOD that intends on selling goods that may be too bulky for pedestrians to carry 

could consider these measures…” 

Comment: In some retail spaces in Montreal with small parking allotments, it is possible for commercial 

traffic (loading and unloading) to share the loading dock with personal vehicles, enabling the uploading 

of bulky goods to customers at the rear of the store. This activates space which might otherwise stand 

empty a good part of the business day.  

 

Sub-Section: BART Toolkit (link provided in Footnote 9) 

Comment: The BART Toolkit (Footnote 9) is a comprehensive set of strategies for solving parking issues. 

This document was particularly useful in our analysis of the City’s approach to parking at Brentwood and 

we felt a few of the strategies were worth mentioning. 
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Strategies dealing with on-street and off-street parking in the Brentwood TOD will require the buy-in of 

the developers and merchants. Several programs that seemed most applicable to this area were: 

“Merchant Programs” (page 9), providing incentives for employees to use alternate modes of transit, 

“Restriping/designing spaces” (page 11), specifying back-in stalls for loading or diagonal parking for 

instance, and “New or enhanced alternatives” (page 11) like bike lockers. These strategies might be 

communicated not only in the City vision for the area but also to potential developers and merchants so 

that the plan is set up for success from the beginning. 

 

In the event that Brentwood pay parkades suffer from underuse, it may be worthwhile to consider 

incentives to get cars off the streets and into the parkades. In Vancouver, City Square Mall merchants 

stamp parking passes for a free hour – per stamp – of parking in their parkade. This prevents spillover 

into narrow residential streets nearby.  

 

Conclusion 

 

The Transportation Research Board of Washington D.C. was quoted in the document as stating: “Parking 

management cannot reasonably be done in isolation” (Employee Parking Requirements, page 17.) This is 

why the work of consulting multiple stakeholders and considering alternatives and innovations from 

other cities is so important to the success of this project. Thank you for this opportunity to contribute 

our comments. We are most appreciative of the effort to include our views and look forward to working 

with the City in the future. 
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